SERVICES

PREVOST is committed to providing the highest level of service and quality for our valued customers.

PREVOST Piping System Network Design
Our expert Sales Managers will create a highly efficient custom piping network based on your unique specifications.
Design services include:
• a detailed network diagram
• a full quote
• installation and efficiency consulting

Product Training
PREVOST offers a wide range of training programs focusing on compressed air, PREVOST products and ways to incorporate energy efficiency into sales and marketing strategies.

APPLICATIONS

A responsive sales and customer service team
Efficient shipping and logistics

Efficient shipping and logistics

For over 40 years, PREVOST has been designing and manufacturing a comprehensive range of products for compressed air and fluid distribution systems. We specialize in safety couplings, blow guns, piping networks, air preparation and pneumatic equipment.

Listed below are a few examples of the industries we serve:

• Automotive Assembly Lines: Manufacturing, paint lines, etc.
• Auto Body & Service Shops: Mechanical repairs, body work, paint jobs, etc.
• Food & Beverage: Suitable for processing, bottling lines, etc.
• Pharmaceutical: Meets precise standards required for pharmaceutical applications.
• Textile Industry: Meets the needs of the textile industry.

Our products comply with a wide range of quality standards, hygiene requirements, and sustainability and performance criteria. They are specifically designed to meet the needs of the wide range of applications.
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DISTRIBUTION

COMPRESSED AIR NETWORKS

BLOW GUNS

HOSE REELS AND HOSES

TREATMENT

FILTRATION

CONEX push-fit couplings:
polymer, metal, stainless steel

ELS couplings for water circuits

PROLAC STANDARD quick couplings

CONNECTION

HEAVY DUTY couplings, 1/2" body

quick safety couplings

Piping System
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CONNECTION

HEAVY DUTY couplings, 1/2" body

PREVO quick safety couplings